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Abstra t
We present Trans riber, a tool for assisting in the

reation of spee h

orpora, and

des ribe some aspe ts of its development and use. Trans riber was designed for the
manual segmentation and trans ription of long duration broad ast news re ordings,
in luding annotation of spee h turns, topi s and a ousti

onditions. It is highly

portable, relying on the s ripting language T l/Tk with extensions su h as Sna k
for advan ed audio fun tions and t Lex for lexi al analysis, and has been tested on
various Unix systems and Windows. The data format follows the XML standard
with Uni ode support for multilingual trans riptions. Distributed as free software
in order to en ourage the produ tion of
feedba k and motivate software
year in several

orpora, ease their sharing, in rease user

ontributions, Trans riber has been in use for over a

ountries. As a result of this

olle tive experien e, new requirements

arose to support additional data formats, video

ontrol, and a better management of

onversational spee h. Using the annotation graphs framework re ently formalized,
adaptation of the tool towards new tasks and support of dierent data formats will
be ome easier.
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Introdu tion

Spee h resear h has long been
bases re orded in

ontrolled

ondu ted using small- or medium-sized data-

onditions. Until a few years ago, they often

on-

sisted of short duration re ordings, and the spee h was read by or eli ited from
a well-identied speaker. For read spee h, orthographi
mu h of a problem sin e the

trans ription was not

ontent was known in advan e. The need to tran-

s ribe appeared with spontaneous spee h, but for short duration re ordings
made in a

ontrolled environment trans ription was easy and a

lassi al text

editor asso iated with a simple sound player was generally enough.
With the advent of work on long duration re ordings of un ontrolled spee h,
the situation has

hanged. Navigation in a long duration re ording be omes

an issue, as well as time-alignment of the annotations with the signal. Additional information like ba kground

onditions, speaker turns or overlapping

spee h should be indi ated along with the orthographi
annotations

trans ription. Further

an be needed by new resear h areas like named entities or topi

dete tion. Therefore, new tools are required. Furthermore, for large quantities
of data, produ tivity be omes a

on ern and

an be in reased by ergonomi

tools.
In the framework of the Defense Advan ed Resear h Proje t Agen y (DARPA)
programs, the Linguisti

Data Consortium (LDC) has produ ed several hun-

dreds hours of manually trans ribed Broad ast News data, and developped
spe i

tools and internal know-how for this produ tion. There is now a grow-

ing need for produ ing similar data in other pla es. For instan e, a proje t
for trans ription and indexing of multilingual Broad ast News started at the
Fren h Délégation Générale pour l'Armement (DGA) in 1997. A software environment was needed for

reating the ne essary

orpora. After examination

of existing solutions, it appeared that no available trans ription software

om-

pletely lled the needs, and it was de ided to develop a new tool. The development of Trans riber started at the DGA in

oordination with the LDC in

late 1997, and the rst release was presented in May 1998 (Barras, Georois,
Wu and Liberman, 1998). Sin e then, development went on and new features
have been added a

ording to the needs, until rea hing a stable state. Besides,

the experien e a quired while using the tool and the desire to address new
tasks have raised more s ienti

issues related to the format and the stru ture

of the annotations. This arti le des ribes the

urrent status of the tool, the

experien e gained and some future dire tions.
In the next se tion, we present the major requirements identied for the tool
and explain why existing annotation tools

ould not full our needs. Se tion

3 des ribes the main features of Trans riber, the format of the trans riptions,
and explains the main implementation
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hoi es. Some experien e of using the

tool is presented in Se tion 4. Future dire tions and format evolution are
dis ussed in Se tion 5.
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Motivations

2.1 Data hara teristi s
A tool for the manual trans ription of large amounts of radio and television
soundtra k re ordings was needed in order to
mati

reate

orpora and develop auto-

spee h re ognition systems for indexing and retrieval of Broad ast News

in several languages. The DARPA Broad ast News trans ription task started
in 1995 with the rst formal evaluation

ampaign in 1996 (Stern, 1997), and

a proje t on the same task started at DGA in 1997.
The Broad ast News task was the rst wide-s ale eort to address spee h
whi h has not been produ ed spe i ally for resear h purposes. Re ordings
an have durations from several minutes to several hours. Annotations have
to provide the following information:



an

orthographi trans ription

a ousti

events, in luding hesitations, repetitions, vo al non-spee h events

and external noises;



a division into spee h
turn;



along with a pre ise des ription of all audible

a division into larger

turns,

with an identi ation of the speaker for ea h

se tions, su

h as stories, in luding a

of advertising and news se tions;



indi ation of variations in transmission

ditions.

Turns, se tion boundaries and

hannel or a ousti

hanges of a ousti

lear separation

ba kground on-

onditions have to be tem-

porally lo alized. The orthographi trans ription also needs to be pre isely and
frequently syn hronized with the spee h signal (breakpoints
at pauses, breaths, senten es or any other

an be lo ated

onvenient pla es), thus dening

shorter segments. There are frequent portions of overlapping spee h in spontaneous dialogs whi h need to be addressed. All these features imply some
spe i

requirements for the annotation tool.

2.2 Requirements
The main requirement is to allow the user to manage long duration signals and
input the various annotations des ribed in the previous se tion as e iently
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as possible. We also wanted a tool whi h

an be easily installed and used.

2.2.1 User interfa e
Trans ribing audio or video re ordings is a very time- onsuming task. It is
usually done by edu ated native speakers of the language with no spe i
in

omputer s ien e. Therefore, a trans ription tool should mimi

skill

as mu h

as possible the user interfa es of standard o e software, so as to redu e
training time. Its use should be intuitive, in order to lower the

ognitive load

and de rease error rates. In parti ular, it must provide an easy and intuitive
asso iation between the time

ourse of the spee h signal and the textual repre-

sentation of the trans ription and other annotations. Users should nd it easy
to navigate within either the audio stream or the textual trans ription. Navigation and modi ation in either domain should automati ally translate into
appropriate

hanges in the other domain, and the methods for

reating links

between text and time must be easy and intuitive. In addition, fast response is
ru ial. Indeed, regardless of the interfa e design, a tool will not be a

epted

by users unless it responds qui kly to user a tions (M Candless, 1998).
Two features deserved spe ial attention. First, in order to help navigation
into the signal and segmentation, a

ursor on the waveform should show the

urrent position in the signal even while listening, ie. the

ursor should move

in syn hronization during playba k. This feature is not straightforward to
implement in a portable way. Se ond, the user should not experien e any
delay when navigating in long duration signals, ie. displaying of su h signals,
in luding s rolling and zooming, should be very fast and rea tive. This feature
requires spe i

optimizations.

2.2.2 Multilingual trans riptions
In the framework of a multilingual indexing proje t, support for multiple languages is needed. Several aspe ts are involved: keyboard input,
play with spe i

hara ter dis-

issues on bi-dire tional s ripts (for languages like Arabi ),

and internal data en oding with adequate le input/output. The lo alization
of the interfa e is also useful, though less

riti al.

2.2.3 Easy deployment
We wanted a tool that would work on inexpensive
redu e the

omputers, in order to

ost per workstation. This implies that the interfa e should remain

rea tive even with limited
portable tool whi h

omputing power. More generally, we wanted a

ould be easily installed on already existing
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omputers

and environments, and in parti ular whi h works on most Unix systems and
on Windows.
To further ease deployment, the tool should not be en umbered by proprietary
li en e issues, both for ourselves and for potential partners. Of
free software also redu es the per-user

ourse, using

ost.

2.3 Existing annotation tools
We rst

onsidered using existing trans ription tools. One of the most well-

known tools for signal analysis is Entropi 's produ t ESPS/

waves+

(formerly

known as Xwaves) whi h e iently manages signal and spe trogram displays
and allows the user to edit a segmentation of the signal (e.g. at the phoneti

level or at word level). However, it is not adapted to the trans ription

of broad ast news or of spontaneous
multilingual telephone

onversations. For the trans ription of

onversations and broad ast news re ordings in the

framework of the DARPA programs, the LDC developed a tool based on an
interfa e between

waves+

and the Ema s text editor. The resulting tool runs

on Unix workstations, and requires a signi ant amount of training and supervision, sin e users must learn basi

waves+

skills. The Entropi

Unix skills, basi

Ema s skills, and basi

annotator produ t has similar

hara teristi s.

These solutions were unsatisfa tory be ause of the issues of user training and
supervision, and hardware and software expense
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.

Another, independent, annotation tool (named TNG) was developed at the
LDC in Java a few years ago. However,

ompared with

waves+, the waveform

display and its update in response to user requests were relatively sluggish,
so that it required a high-end workstation to be usable. It
a moving

ould not display

ursor during playba k, and the rst version of Java

ould only

support 8-bit mu-law audio. Furthermore, the status and the li ensing poli y
of Java and of some libraries needed for the user interfa e or audio management
remained un lear for a long period. This dire tion was thus not pursued.
Many spee h resear h laboratories have developed software for their own needs
and some of them have released these tools publi ly (with varying li ensing
s hemes). First versions of the OGI CSLU Toolkit (S halkwyk, de Villiers, van
Vuuren and Vermeulen, 1997) in luded Lyre, a signal viewer with some segmentation

apabilities. SFS tools from University College London (Hu kvale,

1987-1998) are a set of powerful programs for spee h pro essing, in luding
display, but not designed for intera tive user interfa es. The Spoken Language

3 In addition, following the a quisition of Entropi

by Mi rosoft, its produ t line of

spee h tools has been terminated, so that future availability of software relying on

waves+

is

ompromised.
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Systems Group from MIT has des ribed the ar hite ture of their spee h analysis and re ognition tool SAPPHIRE (Hetherington and M Candless, 1996),
whi h in ludes graphi al tools; the design of SAPPHIRE seems promising but
the tool is not publi ly available. The EMU Spee h Database System from
Ma quarie University (Sydney) is a

olle tion of software tools for developing

and extra ting data from spee h databases, in luding the

reation of hierar hi-

al and sequential labels of spee h utteran es (Cassidy and Harrington, 2000).
The CHILDES system developed at Carnegie Mellon University provides tools
for studying

onversational intera tions and for linking trans ripts to digitized

audio and video (Ma Whinney, 2000), and large databases are available in the
asso iated CHAT

oding.

Sin e this rst overview in late 1997, new tools appeared. The problem of
syn hronization between ethnographi

spee h data and related annotations

has been addressed by the LACITO Ar hive proje t (Ja obson, Mi hailovsky
and Lowe, 2000); the tool SoundIndex, initially written for the Ma intosh
platform, is used for time-alignement. The Institute for Signal and Information Pro essing (ISIP, Mississippi State University) provides several publi
domain software in the eld of spee h re ognition and signal analysis, and the
same group released Segmenter, a graphi al tool to aid in performing segmentation and trans ription of two- hannel telephone spee h data (Deshmukh,
Ganapathiraju, Gleeson, Hamaker and Pi one, 1998); re ent versions are also
available for the Broad ast News task. The tool TransEdit has been developed
at Carnegie Mellon University for the Windows platform (Burger, 1999). It
was designed following spee h annotators' requests with exibility and multimedia support in mind, resulting in very user-friendly tool. A more

omplete

survey of existing annotation tools is available online (Bird and Liberman,
1999-2000). Some of them have also been evaluated in the framework of the
EC-funded MATE proje t, whi h started on Mar h 1998, and aims to develop
a standard for spoken dialogue

orpus annotation, and a related set of tools

(M Kelvie, Isard, Mengel, Moller, Grosse and Klein, 2000).

To summarize, a wide range of tools exist, but no solution adapted to the
needs was available at the time of our

hoi e. In parti ular, no one provided

a really intera tive management of long durations signals syn hronized with
the trans ription. We therefore
relying on

onsidered adapting existing tools. Solutions

ommer ial produ ts or on software

overed by restri tive li en es

ould not be easily modied nor redistributed. Among the freely available
tools, some had interesting features, but were not designed for Broad ast News
trans ription. We tried to reuse

omponents of existing tools, but it proved

to be a di ult software re-engineering problem, and it soon appeared that it
would be more e ient to start the development of a new tool.
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2.4 Development and distribution of Trans riber
Development of Trans riber began in late 1997. In May 1998, a rst release was
made publi ly available, presented at the LREC

onferen e (Barras, Georois,

Wu and Liberman, 1998) and put into daily usage at DGA. We

hose to

distribute the tool as free software, under the GNU general publi

li ense

(Free Software Foundation, 1991). We mainly wanted to ease the produ tion
of spee h

orpora and en ourage their sharing. We also believe in the e ien y

of open sour e for software development (Stallman, 1998). Having developed
a new tool, the additional

ost of distributing it and maintaining a Web site is

modest, and we expe ted an in rease in user feedba k and

ontributions from

external developers.
Trans riber is now used in many pla es (at the time of writing, more than
60 persons from 17

ountries have subs ribed to the announ ement mailing

list), and we regularly re eive valuable feedba k from users. Sin e the rst
release, many new features have been implemented, portability and robustness
have been improved, and the data format has been enri hed, while always
maintaining ba kward ompatibility. The tool has rea hed a stable state, whi h
we now des ribe.

3

Des ription of Trans riber

This se tion des ribes the user interfa e, with emphasis on the features relevant to the stru ture of spee h annotations and spe i

to Trans riber, then

presents the data formats, and explains some implementation

hoi es.

3.1 User interfa e
The user interfa e of the tool is

omprised of two main parts ( f. Figure 1): a

text editor in the upper half of the s reen, and a signal viewer in the lower half
of the s reen, along with the temporal segmentation at the dierent levels. In
between, a maskable button bar provides tape-re order-like i ons for signal
playba k and shows the name of the les
The interfa e appearan e (fonts,

urrently being edited.

olors, lo alization) and behaviour (keyboard

short uts, playba k mode, et .) are user- ongurable. These
tions

an be saved. The le that the user is working on and the

an also be saved so that the session
when restarting the tool. Users

onguration opursor positions

onguration is automati ally restored

an thus resume their work as if they had not
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Figure 1. S reen shot of the user interfa e.

exited from the tool.
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3.1.1 Text editor
The text editor allows for
A trans ription

reating, displaying, and editing the trans ription.

onsists of plain text and various markers. Standard features

of a text editor are provided:
spell

ut/ opy/paste of the sele tion, nd and repla e,

he king, and a limited undo. Markers are

keyboard short uts and

an be edited by

reated using the menus or

li king on them to pop up a dialog

window.
Two types of markers

an be distinguished. Some are used for stru turing: The

trans ription is divided into segments, whi h are grouped into turns whi h are
themselves grouped into se tions, and
tions

hange in a ousti

ba kground

ondi-

an appear at any point in time ( f. 2.1). These markers bear time-

stamps, whi h

orrespond to the boundaries in the segmentation displayed

under the signal in the lower half of the s reen. They are displayed in the text
editor in dierent ways depending on their type ( f. Figure 1):



a new se tion is indi ated by a button in the middle of a line with the topi
name;



a new spee h turn is indi ated by a button at the left of a line with the
speaker name;



the beginning of a segment in the orthographi

trans ription is indi ated by

a large dot to the left of a line; the text in the following paragraph belongs
to that segment;



a

hange in a ousti

onditions is indi ated by a musi

Turns and se tions have attributes, whi h

an be edited by

button. The speaker asso iated to the turn
existing speakers, or a new speaker

an be

be sear hed for in the trans riptions, and
trans riptions. A spe i

i on inside the text.

an be

li king on the

hosen from a list of all

reated. Speakers' identities

an

an also be imported from other

me hanism is provided for the annotation and tran-

s ription of overlapping spee h involving two speakers. Similar fun tions are
provided for the topi s asso iated to the se tions. Ba kground
pearan e or disappearan e of ba kground
or any other kind of noise)
Other markers

onditions (ap-

onversations, musi , ele tri

an also be edited by

noise

li king on the i on.

an be inserted in the text for any non-spee h event, short

noise, lexi al annotation, language

hange or free

omment. An open list of

predened des riptions for ea h kind of event is proposed to the trans riber.
The event des riptions are task-spe i

but

an be modied. These markers

bear a ag indi ating the extent of the marker in the text. Some events do not
extend over other words, e.g. most of the speakers' vo al non-spee h sounds.
By default they are displayed between square bra kets, e.g.

[i℄

for an inspi-

ration. Other events do, e.g. external noises whi h often overlap with spee h
or language

hanges. By default they are displayed in a slightly dierent way,
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e.g.

[n-℄ ... [-n℄

for a beginning and end of a generi

do not bear a temporal syn hronization in the

noise. These markers

urrent implementation, but

ould do in the future.

3.1.2 Signal display and playba k
The signal is displayed under the text editor. The signal waveform

an be in-

tera tively s rolled and zoomed, even during playba k. A portion of the signal
an be sele ted for zooming or restri ting playba k to the sele ted region. Two
views of the signal at dierent s ales

an be simultaneously displayed, whi h

is useful for having a global view of the
lo al view. When the audio le

ontext in addition to a more pre ise,

ontains several

hannels, the waveforms are

displayed in parallel.
Playba k is

ontrolled by tape-re order-like buttons or by keyboard short uts.

Various playba k modes are provided, to suit the dierent stages of the trans ription:
the

ontinuous playba k is useful for segmenting the signal, playba k of

urrent segment for trans ribing it, or

ontinuous playba k with a short

pause at ea h segment boundary for veri ation. During playba k, the
in the signal moves

ursor

ontinuously in syn hrony with the sound. This allows the

user to asso iate the lo ation on the waveform to what they hear and eases
signal segmentation.
All fun tions remain available during playba k. The user
ontinuously. As playba k

an be

an thus annotate

ontroled by keyboard short uts, he

an also

almost always keep the fo us in the text editor. One ex eption is for moving a
boundary, whi h requires mouse dragging in the segmentation display in the
lower half of the s reen.

3.1.3 Signal segmentation
The temporal segmentations at the dierent levels (orthographi trans ription,
spee h turn, topi

hange, a ousti

onditions) are drawn under the signal and

are syn hronized with it during s rolling or zooming operations. The information asso iated to ea h segment is displayed entirely or partially a
the zoom level. Ea h segmentation level in ea h view

ording to

an be independently

masked at user option.
The segment boundaries
new boundary

an be edited by dragging them with the mouse. A

an be inserted at the

urrent

ursor position using the menu

or a keyboard short ut (by default the return key, as a new line is

reated in

the text editor). Sin e this is possible during playba k, a rough segmentation
an be qui kly

reated by hitting a key at desired segmentation points while

listening. A more pre ise positioning of the boundaries
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an be a hieved in the

se ond phase using the mouse to drag them to the
A new spee h turn or se tion
ary. Changes in a ousti
tion, using spe i

orre t positions.

an be inserted at any previously

ba kground

onditions

reated bound-

an be inserted at any posi-

ommands. When a boundary is shared a ross levels, drag-

ging it at one level automati ally moves it at the other levels. Sequentiality
of the time marks is always ensured. A boundary normally
past its neighbors, but
a

annot be moved

an be for ed to move further and push its neighbors

ordingly.

3.1.4 Syn hronization between text and signal
The text editor and the temporal segmentation under the signal

an be

sidered as two dierent views of the same trans ription obje t. Any

on-

hange in

the text editor is immediately displayed in the temporal segmentation. Two
ursors are simultaneously a tive, one in the text editor (where text

an be

inserted in the trans ription) and one in the signal viewer (where playba k
will start). Both

ursors are syn hronized and

onstrained to be always

on-

sistent, i.e., they have to always stay within the same temporal segment: as
soon as one

ursor moves to another segment, the other

ursor automati ally

moves to the same segment, and the windows are automati ally s rolled when
needed. The

urrent segment is highlighted both in the text editor and in the

signal segmentation display. During playba k, the text of the segment being
urrently played

an thus be easily followed in the text editor. If the

ursor is

moved to another segment while listening, playba k is interrupted and restarts
at the beginning of the new segment.

3.2 Data format
The set of annotations in ludes not only the orthographi

trans ription, but

also all the information about turns, speakers, se tions, a ousti

ondition

hanges, and other events. These data need to be stored in a le, pro essed in
various ways, and ex hanged easily. The data format thus needs to be

hosen

arefully. It should as far as possible follow existing standards, or at least be
easily

onverted with some of them.

3.2.1 File format
Obviously, Uni ode whi h is the most standard multilingual

hara ter en od-

ing (The Uni ode Consortium, 2000) should be supported. Uni ode provides a
unique en oding for every

hara ter in almost all existing languages and thus

allows texts in several languages to appear within a single do ument.
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Background
noise

Music
Topic 2

Topic 1

Sections

no speaker

Speaker A

Speech Turns
Orthographic
transcription

...

Speaker B
...

...

...

Speaker A
...

...

...

Figure 2. The 4 segmentation levels of a trans ription.

Besides, trans riptions are omplex obje ts, and a stru tured ma hine-readable
format is needed. We

onsidered SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Lan-

guage) and its more re ent subset XML (Extensible Markup Language) (Bray,
Paoli and Sperberg-M Queen, 1998). Both allow a do ument to be stru tured
as a tree. Ea h node of the tree
syntax used in the do ument

ontains a set of attributes with a value. The

an be spe ied in a Do ument Type De lara-

tion (DTD). Tools exist for ensuring automati ally the well-formedness and
validity of a do ument, that is, that it
syntax as well as its spe i

orre tly follows the SGML or XML

DTD. More importantly, SGML and XML are

widespread standards, whi h helps sharing do uments. In addition, they support Uni ode

hara ter

odes. Automati

pro essing of XML do uments is

mu h easier than SGML, and thus XML was adopted.

3.2.2 DTD design
The format was designed as being ba kward

ompatible with a previous format

used at the LDC for the DARPA Broad ast News evaluations. The trans riptions have three hierar hi ally embedded layers of segmentation (orthographi
trans ription, speaker turns, se tions), plus a fourth level of segmentation
(a ousti

ba kground

onditions) whi h is independent of the other three ( f.

Figure 2). A global list of speakers along with their attributes is also managed
inside a trans ription, as is a list of topi s. Figure 3 shows a manually indented
sample of a trans ription le
In our
al

orresponding to the s reen shot of Figure 1.

ase, the validation of a do ument is not enough to ensure its logi-

onsisten y; indeed, some properties  e.g. the fa t that the startTime

and endTime attributes must bear numeri al values whi h are in in reasing
order, or that ea h of the four types of segmentation is
partition of the whole signal  ex eeds the

onstrained to be a

apabilities of a DTD and have

to be veried afterwards in the appli ation. Some of these issues

ould be ad-

dressed using CSS (Cas ading Style Sheets) and XSL (Extensible Stylesheet
Language) whi h aim to provide more

omplex manipulations of XML les

(Clark, 1999).
The default event des ription provided with the tool is
the task and to the trans riber's language. Agreement
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urrently spe i

to

ould be rea hed on an

Header
List of
topics

Transcription

List of
speakers

< ?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO−8859−1"?>
< !DOCTYPE Trans SYSTEM "trans−13.dtd">
< Trans version="1" version_date="981211"
audio_filename="frint980428" scribe="YM" xml:lang="fr">
< Topics>
< Topic id="to1" desc="les titres"/>
< /Topics>
< Speakers>
< Speaker id="sp1" name="Simon Tivolle" type="male"/>
< Speaker id="sp2" name="Patricia Martin" type="female"/>
< /Speakers>
< Episode program="France Inter" air_date="980428:0700">
(...)
< Section type="filler" startTime="9.609" endTime="10.790">
< Turn speaker="sp2" startTime="9.609" endTime="10.790">
< Sync time="9.609"/>
le journal , Simon Tivolle :
< /Turn>
< /Section>
< Section type="report" topic="to1"
startTime="10.790" endTime="20.000">
< Turn speaker="sp1" startTime="10.790" endTime="20.000">
< Sync time="10.790"/>
< Event desc="i"/>
bonjour !
< Sync time="11.781"/>
< Background time="11.781" type="music" level="hig h"/>
< Sync time="12.237"/>
mardi 28 avril .
< Sync time="13.344"/>
la consultation nationale sur les programmes des lycées :
< Sync time="16.236"/>
< Event desc="i"/>
grand débat aujourd’hui et demain à Lyon ...
< /Turn>
< /Section>
(...)
< /Episode>
< /Trans>

Figure 3. Sample of a trans ription le.

international set of non-spee h events or other annotations. This would ease
the international ex hange of produ ed

orpora. However, de iding whi h an-

notations are language-independent is not straightforward, and the trans riber
should remain able to add his or her own annotations.
In 1998, NIST designed an Universal Trans ription Format or UTF based on
previous LDC formats for the produ tion of Hub-4 Broad ast News and Hub-5
Conversational spee h

orpora (NIST, 1998). Conversions between our format

and UTF are partially lossy in both dire tions be ause of slightly dierent
orientations (our format supports improved speaker

hara teristi s but not

yet the named entities optionally present in UTF). A version of Trans riber
has been produ ed that

an read, edit and write trans ripts in the CHILDES

format (Ma Whinney, 2000). This involves a very dierent DTD, expressing
a dierent (and

onsiderably more elaborate) set of annotation

ategories. We

aim to address the problem of making it easy to adapt Trans riber for use
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with a nearly unlimited variety of dierent annotation frameworks.

3.3 Implementation issues
This se tion presents the main development

hoi es whi h were made, in line

with the requirements.

3.3.1 Programming language and development mode
We were

onfronted with the

hoi e of a language for the development. Over

the last few years, there has been a growing interest in various s ripting
languages (Ousterhout, 1998). One of the most open and su

essful ones is

T l/Tk. It is a multi-platform s ript language available for several Unix systems, Ma intosh and Windows (Ousterhout, 1994). The syntax of the T l
language is rather simple, but a

omplex user interfa e

an be written in

a few lines using the Tk graphi al library. The absen e of
ni antly speeds up the development pro ess, and

ompilation sig-

omputers have be ome

powerful enough nowadays to provide rapid rea tions even with interpreted
appli ations. The need for a C or C++ development is redu ed to the
or system-dependent parts whi h
T l/Tk was therefore

riti al

an easily be interfa ed with the T l s ript.

hosen for the development of Trans riber. At the time

of writing, Trans riber runs under several Unix systems (Linux, Solaris, SGI)
and Windows, and a port to the Ma intosh is under way.
Combined with the free distribution, the use of a s ripting language allowed
rapid prototyping development with qui k user feedba k on the tool. Numerous fun tions were modied or added a

ording to user requests. For example,

management of overlapping spee h was

hanged several times in order to pro-

vide a more intuitive user interfa e. This development mode lasted over a year
with monthly updates.

3.3.2 Multilingual text editor
The standard Tk text widget was

hosen for editing the trans ription. Multi-

lingual trans riptions are possible, sin e re ent Tk versions manage the display
of Uni ode

hara ters. We also

onsidered the Ema s text editor, whi h is a

free, powerful text editor and supports multi-linguality; however it would have
be ome harder to provide an integrated tool with a
Uni ode hara ters are managed internally in T l, and

onsistent user interfa e.
an be easily re-mapped

to various alternative en odings. However, we have not experimented widely
with non-roman s ripts. The main limitation on s ript
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hoi e at present is

the Tk text widget, whi h
rendering of

annot yet handle bi-dire tional text or general

omposite Uni ode

hope that these

hara ters (e.g. with dia riti s). However, we

apabilities will be added, sin e multilinguality and Uni ode

support are high on the list of priorities for the developers of T l/Tk.
No generi
board

ar hite ture for input methods is now available in T l/Tk. Key-

onguration

an often be handled at the operating system level; but if

needed, it is easy to
a given Uni ode

ongure the tool to bind any keyboard

ombination to

hara ter.

3.3.3 Intera tive display of long duration waveforms
Sin e providing intera tive display and playba k of long duration signals was
a high priority, s rolling and zooming of the waveform had to be a hieved
without freezing the interfa e, even on a low- ost
A spe i

omputer.

waveform display module has been developed for Trans riber. This

time- riti al part is written in C, and is optimized for intera tive zooming and
s rolling the sound les without interrupting real-time output. The sound le
is never loaded in memory, sin e a single hour of signal
available memory. The rst time a long sound le is a

ould easily ex eed the
essed, a low resolution

temporal envelope of the waveform (minimal and maximal sample values for
ea h 10 ms segment)

an optionally be

der to speed up later display. In this

omputed and stored on disk in or-

ase the display is

omputed using only

the pre- omputed envelope instead of the mu h bigger sound le. If the preomputation of the envelope is disabled, the low-resolution display is disabled
as well to avoid any sluggish display. During s rolling, only the required part
of the waveform is

omputed, not the whole display. Signal segmentation dis-

play has also been designed for e ien y. All these optimizations dramati ally
in rease the intera tivity of zooming and s rolling.
As an option, remote sound le a

ess is provided through a server

ontrolled

with so kets and spe i ally optimized for the tool, thus being more e ient
than a standard network le a

ess. For signal display, the waveform is

puted on the server and is transmitted over the network instead of a

om-

essing

the whole signal through the network. This feature makes it possible to

en-

tralize all re ordings on a server, allowing intera tive remote a

ess without

dupli ation of resour es. This feature is mainly intended for the

onsultation

of remote ar hives.

3.3.4 Audio management with Sna k
Syn hronization of the

ursor during playba k usually requires low-level a

to the audio driver, whi h

ess

an limit portability. Mu h time was spent during
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early development for a reliable sound

ontrol, espe ially be ause of hardware

or of low-level operating system problems. The Sna k audio extension provided
a good solution to these multi-platform audio di ulties.
Sna k is an extension for the T l/Tk s ripting language whi h provides multiplatform audio management. It was developed by K. Sjölander at KTH spee h
laboratory (Sjölander, 1997-2000; Sjölander, Beskow, Gustafson, Lewin, Carlson and Granström, 1998). Most

ommonly used sound le formats are sup-

ported, playba k is e iently supported for Windows and several Unix systems
in luding Linux, and it runs in the ba kground while staying under the

ontrol

of the appli ation. These ex ellent te hni al hara teristi s and the fa t that it
is distributed as free software made Sna k obviously the best
platform audio management. It was thus

hoi e for multi-

hosen for use within Trans riber.

3.3.5 Implementation of the parser
An XML parser was needed to make the interfa e between the appli ation
and the data, ensuring that any well-formed XML le will be
written. Furthermore, produ tion of valid do uments a
is important for their automati

orre tly read or

ording to their DTD

exploitation, and we therefore needed a vali-

dating parser. At the time of development, no free validating XML parser was
available for T l/Tk. A parser was therefore designed using t Lex, a lexi al
analyzer generator extension to T l and distributed as free software (Bonnet,
1998-1999). Uni ode en oding is supported and automati ally dete ted upon
reading. The internal representation of the trans ription was

hosen to

on-

sist mainly in the XML data stru ture, whi h as a result is always kept in
memory and dynami ally updated a

ording to trans ription modi ations.

Saving the trans ription only requires a dump of the existing data. When a
DTD is a tive, ea h modi ation of the XML data stru ture in memory is
immediately validated, whi h ensures that saving the

urrent XML image to

a le will produ e a valid XML le.

4

Experien e

Trans riber has been used for the DGA proje t on Broad ast News for over a
year. It has also been used by the Fren h

ompany VECSYS for several months

in the framework of the European Language Engineering proje t OLIVE (de
Jong, Gauvain, Hiemstra and Netter, 2000). In this se tion, we report on
the pra ti al use in these two pla es, and on some of the experien e gained.
We des ribe the material whi h was trans ribed, the working

onditions and

the produ tivity, and the trans ription guidelines whi h were provided to the
trans ribers.
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4.1 Material trans ribed
The referen e material for the DGA proje t

onsists of 20 hours of morning

news program (7h-9h) re orded in De ember 1998 (10 weekdays from 2

on-

se utive weeks) from the national Fren h radio station Fran e-Inter. This
hoi e was motivated by the fa t that the distribution rights for this data
ould be obtained, and by the news-oriented but varied
2-hour program

ontent. The typi al

ontains 3 news bulletins (for a total of about 50 minutes),

spe ialized news (20 min.), various

hroni les (10 min.), review of the Fren h

press and of the European press (15 min.), interviews and live questions from
listeners (20 min.), and weather reports (5 min.). The review of the European
press was done by a non-native speaker, and

ontained, of

ourse, a lot of

foreign names and expressions.
The material trans ribed by VECSYS in luded 15 hours of radio re ordings
from Fren h programs Fran e-Inter and Fran e-Info, and 65 hours of television soundtra ks from various

hannels in Fren h and German (23 hours of

Arte programs in Fren h, 30 hours of Arte programs in German, and 12
hours of Fren h

hannels Fran e 3, Fran e 2 or TF1). Arte programs

onsisted mostly of news bulletins and do umentaries on so ial or politi al
issues.

4.2 Working onditions
Two half-time trans ribers were hired for the DGA proje t. They were eduated, native Fren h speakers. Both were given a PC (Pentium Pro 200 MHz)
under Linux with headphones and loud-speakers. Ea h one had to trans ribe
a set of 10 one-hour sound les
the same room and

opied to their hard disks. They worked in

ould share their experien es. They had di tionaries and

lists of journalists' names at their disposal. They went to great lengths to nd
the

orre t spelling of proper names, despite the fa t that a spe i

marking

was available for un ertain orthography. They were informed in advan e of
the re ording sessions that they would have to trans ribe, and de ided to get
newspapers from the
to be a di ult

orresponding days. The European press review proved

hallenge, , sin e foreign newspapers were more di ult to

get. When they had

ompleted a one-hour sound le, an additional veri ation

was done in the presen e of a spee h resear her in order to dis uss the spe i
problems whi h arose. Further

he king and normalizations were performed

on the whole set of trans riptions, and the trans ribers had feedba k about
the errors.
Eight half-time native speakers of Fren h and German produ ed the trans rip-
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tions for VECSYS. They started with a 15 day training period in the

om-

pany, and then they were provided with a PC running Linux, a modem and
the sound les on a CD-ROM and worked at home. They were also given lists
of journalist names, and paper drafts when available for the Arte programs;
otherwise they relied on their own resour es  for example, some did name
spell

he king via the internet. The produ ed trans riptions were sent to the

ompany by e-mail. They were veried and

orre ted by a person spe ializing

in this task, and who had use of all the ne essary di tionaries.

4.3 Produ tivity

A monitoring fun tion was added to the tool in order to be able to analyze
the produ tion of trans riptions and estimate the amount of work needed
for the trans ription of one hour of material. This was also a user's request,
sin e they were interested in monitoring their own daily progress. Time spent
using the tool was measured and re orded, along with various measures of
the trans ription task (number of temporal breakpoints, of spee h turns, of
words...).

The total time needed for the produ tion of one hour of trans ribed material,
in luding areful veri ation of the trans ription, amounted to around 50 hours
for both DGA trans ribers. Of interest is that they did not follow the same
strategy: the rst one

hose to segment and annotate the whole signal rst,

performing the orthographi

trans ription in a se ond pass; the se ond one

did segmentation, annotation and trans ription in parallel. The superiority of
one strategy over the other one
a

ould not be demonstrated. However, getting

urate segmentations took a lot of time. This was an indi ation that a

good automati

segmentation of the signal into short segments might speed

up the overall trans ription work. We have therefore given the trans ribers an
automati ally omputed pre-segmentation into breath groups produ ed by the
LIMSI spee h partitioning system (Gauvain, Lamel and Adda, 1998), whi h
they

ould modify as ne essary, and they found it useful. Indi ation of speaker

hanges were also provided, but the trans ribers found them more

onfusing

than helpful. These are subje tive appre iations from the trans ribers, and
further investigation is ne essary before drawing

on lusions.

Mean trans ription time for the VECSYS experien e also amounted to around
50 times real time, with a large disparity depending on the program. Radio
news programs were easier, and television debates were mu h harder due to
frequent overlapping spee h and the di ulty of speaker identi ation from
the soundtra k only.
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4.4 Trans ription guidelines
Trans ribers were provided with a written do ument des ribing the trans ription guidelines, i.e. explanations about what should be annotated and how to
annotate it. Initial guidelines were written by LIMSI. They were intentionally
kept simple (and thus predi tably in omplete) in their rst version, and were
augmented as ne essary when spe i
The trans ription guidelines



questions arose.

overed the following topi s:

What should be annotated : orthographi

trans ription of the foreground;

non-spee h events and ba kground noise

onditions; spee h turns with a

pre ise identi ation of the speaker (name, gender, a

ent in the

ase of

foreign speakers) and topi s.




What should not be annotated, su h as trans ription of

How to add pun tuation to in rease readability without interfering with
automati




ommer ials.

pro essing.

How to deal with numbers, spelled letters, unknown words, et .
How to mark pronun iation errors, trun ated words, overlapping spee h,
noises, et .



How to mark utteran es in foreign languages, or isolated foreign word or
expressions.

Designing good guidelines proved to be far from straightforward. They have to
meet several, sometime

oni ting, requirements: they must ensure usability

for several types of automati

pro essing, and take into a

ount readability of

the trans riptions by humans; they must help the trans ribers in ambiguous
situations and standardize the expe ted annotations, without bothering them
with too many

onventions whi h might be di ult to remember or

lost time on ne details; they must

over most

ausing

ases without be oming in on-

sistent. To summarize, they have to keep a good balan e between

ompleteness

and simpli ity.
In pra ti e, the initial trans ription guidelines have evolved to deal with the
problems en ountered during the sessions and the trans ribers' questions.
They were

on erned with the use of

apitalization, spelling of a ronyms,

marking of foreign words, et . The tool itself also evolved a

ordingly, a good

example being the management of overlapping spee h.

4.5 Management of overlapping spee h
Our priority was the trans ription of single- hannel broad ast news re ordings
for spee h re ognition systems training, and within this framework overlap-
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ping spee h segments are

urrently dis arded from further automati

exploita-

tion. However, future tasks may use them. They make the trans ription more
omplete, and it was judged less frustrating for the trans riber to be able to
trans ribe overlapping spee h, whether this data will be used or not. Dierent
situations were identied in the broad ast news task:
(1)

lear foreground spee h with ba kground spee h - e.g. translation with
the original foreign voi e in ba kground: in this
voi e had to be trans ribed with an a ousti

ase, only the foreground

ondition marker indi ating

ba kground spee h.
(2) limited interje tions from other speakers (e.g. hum, yes...): they were
indi ated as instantaneous noises inside the main speaker trans ription.
(3) a dialog between two speakers with frequent overlapping at the boundaries: when feasible, it

ould be trans ribed using the spe i

me hanism

for simultaneous spee h des ribed later.
(4) more than two overlapping speakers: the trans ribers were requested not
to annotate these.
It proved to be di ult to provide an ergonomi
ping spee h. In a rst implementation, the

user interfa e for overlap-

onstraint that the segmentations

should be a stri t partition of the signal was relaxed, and the last spee h
segment of one turn

ould overlap with the rst spee h segment of the next

turn (solution 1 in Figure 4). The overlapping segments

ould be drawn in the

temporal segmentation under the signal, but the resulting display in the text
editor was

onfusing, be ause the two overlapping spee h segments belonged

to two separate spee h turns and their simultaneity did not appear
enough. Several interfa es were tried and
eventually

learly

hanged at the user's request before

hoosing another representation (solution 2 in Figure 4). The over-

lapping part is

learly marked as a spee h turn with two speakers. Despite the

reation of this arti ial spee h turn, this led to a more a

eptable solution in

the interfa e. In the text editor, the parallelism between the two utteran es
appears
In

learly (Figure 1).

onversational spee h, overlapping is often so

be omes problemati

ommon that this approa h

both for the trans riber and for the eventual user. In the

ase of telephone spee h re ordings, two simultaneous speakers are often well
enough separated on the separate

hannels for automated pro essing to go

forward without spe ial sour e-separation algorithms. In this
easier for the trans riber to segment and trans ribe ea h

ase, it is mu h

hannel as an inde-

pendent stream, and the result is also more easily assimilated by training or
testing programs as well as by human users. This approa h to the trans ription
of heavily overlapped spee h with a separate audio

hannel for ea h speaker

(whi h is essentially the one that the LDC has been using) requires a dierent
user interfa e as well as a dierent trans ription spe i ation. Providing su h
a solution in Trans riber is one of our goals for the future. Meanwhile, we
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1. overlapping segments
Turn
segmentation
Orthographic
segmentation

Speaker A

...

Speaker B
A: ...
B: ...

...

...

...

2. simultaneous speech with
non− overlapping segments
Turn
segmentation

Speaker A

Orthographic
segmentation

...

Speakers
A+B
A: ...
B: ...

...

Speaker B
...

...

Figure 4. Two solutions tested for the representation of overlapping spee h

understand that one user has solved the problem temporarily by running two
simultaneous invo ations of Trans riber, one for ea h

hannel! The resulting

les are then merged (or split) automati ally later on. A better solution will be
to integrate the parallel streams of trans ription under simultaneous program
ontrol.

4.6 Relevan e of implementation hoi es
When looking ba k at the hoi es performed, we feel that the use of a s ripting
language

onsiderably speeded up the development. The

hoi e of T l is not

mandatory, and the Tk widget has also been interfa ed with the Perl s ripting
language. For a development restri ted to the Windows platform, Visual Basi
would bring similar advantages. In a multi-platform framework, the availability
of the Sna k extension for audio management in T l would be
de isive argument for still

urrently a

hoosing T l.

A validating XML parser has been developed for the tool in T l using the
t Lex library. However, XML parsing and validating in an interpreted language
proved to be rather slow, espe ially with Uni ode support. The

urrent version

of the parser would not be adapted for reading a long annotation le with
word-level syn hronizations or even phoneti

annotations. We

onsider using

another XML parser in the future, espe ially with the development of standard
programming interfa es for the manipulation of XML do uments (e.g. with the
Do ument Obje t Model or DOM, Wood et al., 1998). This would also redu e
the maintenan e workload for this part in Trans riber.
Other limitations remain. The undo fun tion should be improved to allow an
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unlimited number of undoes. Right-to-left writing and bi-dire tional support,
whi h is needed for some languages, seems di ult to implement
with the

orre tly

urrent version of the Tk text widget. Display of trans ription les

for material ex eeding one hour be omes slow in our

ongurations, mostly

be ause of the numerous embedded buttons and images inside the text widget. Added to the parsing duration, this

an make the laun hing of the tool

last several tens of se onds, and s rolling in the text editor is also a bit less
rea tive. On the other hand, signal display remains perfe tly rea tive for signals up to several hours. This se ond feature,

ombined with the permanent

and uid syn hronization with the text editor, seems to be

urrently the most

appre iated feature of the tool.

5

Future dire tions

Though Trans riber has rea hed a stable state, its dissemination has prompted
new needs. Users would benet from further help su h as automati
ten y

he king, automati

onsis-

alignment of trans ription with signal, video dis-

play, or variable-speed playba k. New appli ation domains all for an in reased
exibility in sound les management and annotation formats. This se tion
presents these possible extensions.

5.1 Consisten y he king
More tools are

learly needed for ensuring

Help should be provided for he king the

onsisten y of the trans riptions.

onsisten y of proper names through-

out the various trans riptions. A user-dened glossary and editable short uts
have been introdu ed in the tool at the request of users; however, this is not
yet

ompletely satisfa tory. A me hanism of automati

ompletion using pre-

viously written names in all existing trans riptions ( ompiled by hand or even
automati ally) seems to be an interesting solution and remains to be implemented. Online di tionaries, en y lopedias, or even maps for pla e names,
should be made easily available to the trans riber. The LDC uses external
databases of names, a

essed via

lient-server

onne tions, and it will be use-

ful to some appli ations to provide support for this feature.

5.2 Automati spee h pro essing
Creating a pre-segmentation ( f. se tion 4.3) or
aligning it automati ally with the signal is
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he king the trans ription by

urrently done by resear hers using

independent, elaborate tools (a spee h re ognition engine, a ousti s models,
and, for the alignment, a lexi on). It might be interesting to integrate su h
tools with Trans riber, for example to display the segments where poor alignment was dete ted. This might be useful for resear hers, but

ould also, if

the interfa e is user-friendly enough, be used dire tly by trans ribers to

he k

their trans ription.

5.3 Multimedia
Speaker identi ation on television soundtra ks is very di ult, be ause speakers are not introdu ed by the presenter in the same way as on the radio, their
visual appearan e being generally su ient. In the short term, wat hing the
video during the veri ation phase is an alternative (as has been the pra ti e
at the LDC). But the best solution for this problem would be to provide the
omplete video re ording, not only the audio tra k. This would also ease the
whole trans ription pro ess in the
development of video

ase of ba kground noise. With the

apabilities on standard

omputers, it

urrent

an be hoped

that easy te hni al solutions for interfa ing the tool with a video player will
be available in the near future. Su h an interfa e will also be useful for other
appli ations in whi h video re ordings are to be trans ribed or annotated, su h
as the study of gesture in

ommuni ative intera tion.

5.4 Sound les management
Multiple sound les

ould be managed in a single trans ription le. Spe i

fun tions should be available for multi- hannel sound les (e.g. telephoni

on-

versations as in the Swit hboard task), for instan e for playba k of one hannel
at a time. It might then be ome useful to extend the interfa e to manage multiple windows. Additionally, variable-speed playba k (as is

ommonly available

in analog tape-based trans ription systems, and in some software systems) will
help produ tivity by permitting faster proof-listening.

5.5 Format evolution
In the proje t, most eort was initially devoted to the user interfa e. The
format

hoi e was rather

onservative and derived from existing LDC formats

whi h proved already adapted to the broad ast news task. We also kept the
single tree stru ture, whi h brought serious limitations to further extensions.
Also, the tool is very sensitive to the modi ations of the DTD. This limitation
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is not due to the XML paradigm whi h
data stru ture, but to the

However, most user interfa e
the users are not spe i

an be used for virtually any kind of

urrent implementation.

on epts in the tool whi h proved attra tive for

to the broad ast news task, and it qui kly appeared

useful to open the tool to other formats. A large number of other formats is
urrently used in the eld of spee h resear h. As an attempt to better

oor-

dinate existing eorts, the Text En oding Initiative (TEI) provided in 1994
re ommendations for the trans ription of written and also spoken materials in
SGML (Sperberg-M Queen and Burnard, 1994);
ing TEI to XML and expanding its

urrent eorts aim at adapt-

overage. The MATE proje t is also trying

to provide a standard format for spoken dialogue annotation (M Kelvie, Isard,
Mengel, Moller, Grosse and Klein, 2000). Various existing annotation formats
are referen ed online (Bird and Liberman, 1999-2000).

As a rst step, the tool was adapted to the CHAT

oding used in the CHILDES

system (Ma Whinney, 2000). Large amount of trans ribed onversational spee h
is available in this format, and some resear hers studying language a quisition
would be interested in a version of Trans riber devoted to their needs, as an
alternative to already existing tools. The DTD was extended with new tags
and the sour e
generi

ode had to be slightly modied for this task. But a more

solution would be preferable, e.g. by simply reading the DTD or any

adapted formal des ription of the format and having the interfa e of the tool
automati ally adapted to the

hosen format.

Current developments are based upon Bird and Liberman's ree tions about
annotation graphs (Bird and Liberman, 2000). They show that virtually any
existing annotation

an be viewed as a labelled a y li

nodes bear ordered time values, and they develop a

graph, in whi h some
omplete formalism for

annotation graphs. Within this framework, all segments of the trans riptions
are stored as an unordered set of typed ar s between identied nodes.

Swit hing to this framework for internal data management and for the referen e trans ription le format will lead to a mu h more generi

tool, and

onversion to other formats will be ome easier (Georois, Barras, Bird and
Wu, 2000). This does not pre lude alternative formats, with time-ordered segments or in a human-readable format. For example, the internal format will no
longer

onstrain new se tions to impose a new turn, though su h

an remain in the interfa e of the tool for a spe i
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task.

onstraints

6

Con lusions

We have presented Trans riber, a tool for assisting in the

reation of spee h

orpora. It provides an intuitive and intera tive interfa e for trans ribing and
annotating long duration signals.

Interfa e prototyping in a s ripting language was shown to be an ee tive development approa h, when robust libraries are available. Being distributed as
free software, our proje t has been followed by numerous spee h s ientists and
engineers who gave valuable hints for further developments that made the tool
mu h more portable and usable. A web site has been designed for the distribution of the tool, and an announ ement and a developer mailing list are in
use. Our aim is to develop the future versions with the potential

o-developers

in a modular fashion with an intera tive dialog, taking full advantage of the
open sour e development framework.

After more than one year of testing the system, we feel that Trans riber is
suitable for large-s ale produ tion of spee h resour es. It is now used by several
resear h or development teams in various

ountries. Our initial target was very

fo used towards broad ast news trans ription. But the interest in the tool
showed that other areas need intera tive tools that are easy to use. Future
developments will use a generi

data stru ture based on annotation graphs and

provide multimedia extensions. This will lead to a mu h more user- ongurable
and task- ongurable tool.
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